
History
Geography: Rivers 
Coasts with sand/cliffs - What attracts tourists 
to a coast?
Human and Physical features of a river link to 
rainfall.
Water Cycle.
Name and locate Physical features (Rivers) on a 
map.
How do rivers affects our lives.
Physical Geography of the United Kingdom

French
Listening to stories in french.
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Raging Rivers 

Maths 
Fractions: Recognise and show, using
diagrams, families of common
equivalent fractions.Count up and down in 
hundredths. Recognise that hundredths arise
when dividing an object by one
hundred and dividing tenths by ten. Add and 
subtract fractions with the
same denominator

Decimals: Recognise and write decimal 
equivalents of any number of tenths, 
hundredths and fractions. Round decimals with 
one decimal place to the nearest whole number. 
Compare numbers with the same number of 
decimal places up to two decimal places. 

Measurement: reading measures and 
converting between measures, using 
multiplication and division.

Problem solving across all topics 

Computing - CS First Music and Sound
(Links with Science and Music)
In this unit pupils play musical notes, create a music 
video, and build an interactive music display using 
Scratch.

Science
Solids, Liquids and Gases: children will be 
comparing states of matter and grouping them 
according to their properties. 
Observing and changing states: Children will 
be making systematic and careful observations.
They will investigating using fair tests.

RE
Relating- Giving & Receiving 
We continue to learn about the celebration of the 
Eucharist and the important parts of the Mass.  
Giving:  Self Discipline
We learn why self-discipline is important and how 
we experience it in our everyday lives.  We journey 
through the traditions of Lent to celebrate growth 
to new life.

PSHE: Relationships: Relationships and valuing 
differences
Relationship and love: 

English
Key text - Bill's New Frock - Stories that raise 
social issues
Diary Entries - Children writing diary entries in 
Bill’s point of view writing about the social issues 
raised in the books
Poetry - Reading and rehearsing poems around the 
theme of rainfall and rivers. Write their own verse 
of a poem around that theme.
Explanation Texts - Children to create an 
explanation text about how the water cycle works 
organising their paragraphs around different 
themes outline the steps of the water cycle.
Sentence & Grammar
Indicating possession by using the possessive 
apostrophe with plural nouns
Extending the range of sentences with more than 
one clause by using a wider range of conjunctions, 
including when, if, because, although
Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to 
express time and cause

PE
Gymnastics
Sequencing varied ways to travel, balances, 
jumps and rolls. Using apparatus to further 
these skills. 
Invasion games
Ball skills, teamwork and tactics.
Improving swimming strokes

Music - Studying instruments of the orchestra, 
learning notation and clapping rhythms. 
Learning to play the violin and cello.  Focus on 
the technique of plucking. The tempo and pulse 
of music. 

Art - Collage inspired by Jane Frank.  Making a 
class mural of the Brecon Beacons using natural 
and man-made resources. Children will work on 
their own individual sections.



Words endings 
with /ʃən/ sound 

spelt ssion

Words ending 
with /ʃən/ sound 

spelt cian

Words with the 
/k/

sound spelt ch

Words with the 
/sh/

sound spelt ch

Words ending with 
the /g/ sound 

spelt – gue 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

obsession politician echo cache vogue

recession technician echoes brioche vague

admission mathematician scheme chute catalogue

discussion tactician ache champagne colleague

emission beautician anchor parachute dialogue

mission dietician architect chauffeur fatigue

omission magician chaos brochure league

passion musician character chalet meringue

possession optician chemist chef plague

session physician chorus machine rogue
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Words beginning 
in prefix 

 dis

Words ending in 
suffix 
tion

Words ending in 
suffix 
sion

Words ending in  
suffix 
ssion

Words ending in  
suffix  
cian

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

agree add erode obsess politic

disagree addition erosion obsession politician

taste invent expand admit tech

distaste invention expansion admission technician

locate locate televise discuss tactic

dislocate location television discussion tactician

engage evict divide possess diet

disengage eviction division possession dietician

count emote divert emit optic

discount emotion diversion emission optician


